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a b s t r a c t
We prove that two semigroups with local units are Morita equivalent if and only if they
have a joint enlargement. This approach toMorita theory provides a natural framework for
understandingMcAlister’s theory of the local structure of regular semigroups. In particular,
we prove that a semigroup with local units is Morita equivalent to an inverse semigroup
precisely when it is a regular locally inverse semigroup.
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1. Introduction
The Morita theory of monoids was developed independently by Banaschewski [3] and Knauer [9] and is described in [8].
In particular, Banaschewski showed [3] that the generalization of this theory to semigroups cannot be accomplished by
simply adjoining identities, because when this is done Morita equivalence degenerates into isomorphism. To construct a
useful Morita theory of semigroups, one has to restrict both the class of semigroups and the class of actions one considers.
The first, and decisive, step in carrying out this generalization was due to Talwar [27], who defined a Morita theory for
semigroups with local units, where a semigroup S is said to have local units if for each s ∈ S there exist idempotents e
and f such that es = s = sf . Observe that this is much weaker than the way this term is used in ring theory [1]. If S is a
semigroup with local units then it is easy to see that S2 = S, and a semigroup with this property is said to be factorizable.
In [28,29], Talwar extended his theory to factorizable semigroups. Current thinking is that factorizable semigroups form
the largest class of semigroups for which a useful Morita theory can be developed. Subsequently, only a few papers were
written developing Talwar’s ideas [4,22,23]. Recently, however, there have been new developments. Steinberg introduced
a ‘strong’ Morita theory for inverse semigroups [26], which turns out to be the same as the usual Morita theory of inverse
semigroups, although in a form better adapted to inverse semigroups [5]; Laan and Márki [10] have been exploring Morita
theory for various classes of factorizable semigroups.
In our paper, we reformulate Talwar’s theory of the Morita equivalence of semigroups with local units [27] in a much
more straightforward form, and then obtain new algebraic characterizations of Morita equivalence. As an application of our
new approach, we show that the theory of the local structure of regular semigroups developed by McAlister [16–18,20] can
be viewed as a contribution to the Morita theory of regular semigroups, and as a direct generalization of the pioneering
paper of Rees [25].
In order to state our two main theorems, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, we need some definitions.
We shall be dealing with actions of semigroups.
Terminology. In this paper, we follow thewell-established European tradition of referring to a semigroup action as an ‘S-act’
rather than as an ‘S-set’.
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If S acts on the left on the set X we say that X is a left S-act. Left S-homomorphisms will be written with their arguments
on the left. Thus if f : M → N is a left S-homomorphism, its value atm is denoted by (m)f . We denote by S−Act the category
of left S-acts and left S-homomorphisms. A left S-act X is said to be left unitary if and only if SX = X . If S has local units and
X is a unitary left S-act, then it is easy to check that for each x ∈ X there exists an idempotent e ∈ S such that ex = x.
The unitary left S-acts with the S-homomorphisms between them form a full subcategory of S − Act, which is denoted by
S − UAct. If M and N are left S-acts then homS(M,N) denotes the set of all left S-homomorphisms from M to N . If M is a
right S-act then homS(M,N) becomes a left S-act when we define s · f by (m)(s · f ) = (ms)f . In particular, homS(S,M) is a
left S-act.
We shall work a lot with tensor products in this paper. Recall that two tensors a ⊗ b and c ⊗ d are equal if there is a
sequence of ‘moves’ starting at (a, b) and ending at (c, d) and in each move we either move right (a′s, b′)→ (a′, sb′) or we
move left (a′, sb′)→ (a′s, b′). We can assume that left and right moves alternate by using the argument of Proposition 8.1.8
of [6] adapted to the case of semigroups with local units.
Let X be a left S-act. We may form the tensor product S ⊗ X , and the action induces a map µX : S ⊗ X → X given by
µX (s⊗ x) = sx. This map is surjective if and only if X is left unitary. If it is also injective then we say that X is closed. The full
subcategory of S−Act consisting of all the closed left acts is denoted by S− FAct.1 It is routine to check that coproducts are
constructed in S − FAct in exactly the same way that they are constructed in S − Act. We define right S-acts dually, and we
define (S, T )-biacts in the usual way. A biact is unitary if it is left and right unitary. A biact is closed if it is closed as a left and
as a right act.
Let S and T be two semigroups with local units. Then we say that S and T areMorita equivalent if the categories S − FAct
and T − FAct are equivalent. This definition is not the same as the one given by Talwar [27], but we shall prove in Section 2
that it is equivalent to it. This alternative definition was suggested by Neklyudova [22,23] and is neater than the original
one. It is easy to show that our definition coincides with the monoid one when both semigroups are monoids [8].
A 6-tuple (S, T , P,Q , ⟨−,−⟩, [−,−]), where S and T are semigroups, is said to be a Morita context if the following
conditions are satisfied.
(M1): P is an (S, T )-biact, and Q is an (T , S)-biact.
(M2): ⟨−,−⟩: P ⊗ Q → S is an (S, S)-homomorphism and [−,−]: Q ⊗ P → T is a (T , T )-homomorphism.
(M3): For all p, p′ ∈ P, q, q′ ∈ Q the following two conditions are satisfied:
(i): ⟨p, q⟩p′ = p[q, p′].
(ii): q⟨p, q′⟩ = [q, p]q′.
We say that a Morita context (S, T , P,Q , ⟨−,−⟩, [−,−]) is unitary if and only if S and T are semigroups with local units, P
and Q are closed as left acts, and the biacts P and Q are unitary.
A semigroup S is regular if for each s ∈ S there exists t ∈ S such that s = sts and t = tst . The element t is called an inverse
of S. The set of inverses of s is denoted by V (s). If each element has a unique inverse then the semigroup is said to be inverse.
For undefined terms from regular semigroup theory see [6].
Let S be a subsemigroup of the semigroup T . Then T is said to be an enlargement of S if S = STS and T = TST . Let S, T and R
be semigroups with local units. We shall say that R is a joint enlargement of S and T if it is an enlargement of subsemigroups
S ′ and T ′ which are isomorphic to S and T , respectively. The theory of enlargements was introduced in [13] and developed
in [14]. Steinberg’s paper [26] was explicitly motivated by enlargements.
Categories will be used both as structures on a par withmonoids as well as themore usual categories of structures; it will
be clear from the context which perspective is intended. Furthermore, definitions from semigroup theory can be extended
in the obvious way to categories. If S is a semigroup then
C(S) = {(e, s, f ) ∈ E(S)× S × E(S) : esf = s}
is a category called the Cauchy completion of S. We shall build semigroups from (small) categories using the following
technique. A category C is said to be strongly connected if for each pair of identities e and f there is an arrow from e to
f . Let C be a strongly connected category. A consolidation for C is a function p : Co × Co → C , p(e, f ) = pe,f , where pe,f is an
arrow from f to e and pe,e = e. Given a category C equipped with a consolidation p, we can define a binary operation ◦ on C
by x ◦ y = xpe,f ywhere x has domain e and y has codomain f . It is easily checked that this converts C into a semigroup. We
denote this semigroup by Cp. If we omit ◦ then the product is in the category.
Let S and T be semigroups with local units. A homomorphism θ : S → T is said to be a local isomorphism if the following
conditions are satisfied.
(LI1): The function θ restricted to eSf induces an isomorphism with θ(e)Tθ(f ) for all idempotents e and f in S.
(LI2): Idempotents lift along θ , meaning that if e′ is an idempotent in the image of θ then there is an idempotent e in S such
that θ(e) = e′.
(LI3): For each idempotent e ∈ T there exists an idempotent f ∈ T in the image of θ such that eD f .
1 In Talwar’s paper the ‘F’ stands for ‘Fixed’ whereas for us it stands for ‘Fermé’.
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This is a generalization of the classical definition of a local isomorphism between regular semigroups [16,17], and it has its
origins in [15] and [14] as well as topos theory. When S is regular, surjective local isomorphisms are precisely the surjective
homomorphisms that are injective when restricted to each local submonoid [14].
We shall prove two main theorems in this paper. The first describes different characterizations of Morita equivalence.
Theorem 1.1. Let S and T be semigroups with local units. Then the following are equivalent.
(1) S and T are Morita equivalent.
(2) The categories C(S) and C(T ) are equivalent.
(3) S and T have a joint enlargement which can be chosen to be regular if S and T are both regular.
(4) There is a unitary Morita context (S, T , P,Q , ⟨−,−⟩, [−,−]) with surjective mappings.
The second describes a practical starting point for trying to show that two semigroups are Morita equivalent. It adapts
to our setting the heuristic described by McAlister in [19].
Theorem 1.2. Let S and T be semigroups with local units. Then S and T areMorita equivalent if and only if there is a consolidation
q on C(S) and a local isomorphism ψ : C(S)q → T .
In Section 2, we shall reconcile our approach with Talwar’s and, apart from Proposition 2.4, we do not essentially use
the results of this section later. In Sections 3 and 4, we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, respectively. In Section 5, we apply our
results to McAlister’s theory of the local structure of regular semigroups.
One question, raised by the referee, which we do not solve here, is the following: if S and T are Morita equivalent
semigroups what can we say about their semigroup rings RS and RT where R is a commutative ring with identity? The
case where S and T have commuting idempotents is easy to handle: the semigroup rings are Morita equivalent. The proof is
the same as that of Theorem 4.13 of [26]; one observes that RS and RT are rings with local units in the sense of Abrams [1]
and then constructs from the semigroup Morita context guaranteed by Theorem 1.1(4) a ring Morita context.
2. The category of closed left acts
In this section, we explain the connection between our approach to Morita theory and the one pioneered by Talwar. We
begin by discussing a couple of minor problems in Talwar’s account. In his paper [27], Talwar defines the class of unitary
left S-acts X to be considered by requiring that the evaluation map S ⊗ hom(S, X) → X be an isomorphism. Towards the
end of the paper he proves that such acts are precisely those for which there is an isomorphism S ⊗ X ∼= X . However,
when showing that two categories are equivalent one needs natural isomorphisms. For this reason, one should work with
the natural isomorphisms µX : S ⊗ X → X defined in Section 1. This agrees with what is done in ring theory [21]. In
Proposition 2.3, we prove that nevertheless our definition of Morita equivalence coincides with Talwar’s. Another minor
problem with Talwar’s paper is that he assumes epimorphisms are surjective. This is easily rectified in our Proposition 2.4.
There are two categories of interest to us:
S − FAct ⊆ S − UAct
where the inclusion is as full subcategories. We shall define two endofunctors of S − UAct which we will use to better
understand S − FAct.
• The functor S⊗: S − Act → S − UAct is defined in the usual way. Let s⊗ m ∈ S ⊗M , and let e be an idempotent such
that es = s. Then e(s⊗ m) = es⊗ m = s⊗ m. Thus S ⊗M is always unitary. We have already defined µM in Section 1.
These form the components of a natural transformationµ from the functor S⊗− to the identity functor on the category
S − UAct.
• The functor S : S − Act→ S − UAct is defined as follows. LetM be any S-act. Then the set
SM = {sm : s ∈ S,m ∈ M}
is a unitary subact of M . In addition, if N is a unitary subact of M then N ⊆ SM . Thus SM is the largest unitary subact
of M . If f : M → N is any left S-homomorphism then it restricts to a left S-homomorphism Sf : SM → SN given by
(m)(Sf ) = (m)f . It is clearly right adjoint to the forgetful functor from S − UAct to S − Act.
• The functor homS(S,−) : S − Act→ S − Act is defined in the usual way. If f : M → N is a left S-homomorphism then
we denote
homS(f ) : homS(S,M)→ homS(S,N),
which maps α to αf , by f ∗. For eachm ∈ M , define
ρm : S → M
by (s)ρm = sm. This is a left S-homomorphism. The function
ρM : M → homS(S,M)
defined by m → ρm is a left S-homomorphism and it forms the components of a natural transformation ρ from the
identity functor on S − Act to the functor homS(S,−).
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• The functor ShomS(S,−) : S−Act→ S−UAct combines the above two functors and is an endofunctor of S−UAct. IfM
is unitary then the image of ρM : M → homS(S,M) is a unitary subact, and sowe can regard it as a left S-homomorphism
ρM : M → ShomS(S,M), and this forms the components of a natural transformation from the identity functor on S−UAct
to the functor ShomS(S,−).
The two endofunctors of S − UAct defined above are related by the following theorem which implies that S ⊗ − and
ShomS(S,−) form a Galois adjunction on the category S−UAct; see Chapter 19, Exercise 19D of [2]. The isomorphism of (5)
below is proved as Lemma 4.8 of [27].
Theorem 2.1. Let S be a semigroup with local units. Then, on the category S − UAct, we have the following.
(1) The functor S ⊗− is left adjoint to the functor ShomS(S,−).
(2) The unit of the adjunction is the function
ηM : M → ShomS(S, S ⊗M)
given by m → − ⊗m.
(3) The counit of the adjunction is the function
εM : S ⊗ ShomS(S,M)→ M
given by s⊗ f → (s)f .
(4) S ⊗ ShomS(S,M) = S ⊗ homS(S,M).
(5) The function S ⊗ ShomS(S, S ⊗M) εS⊗M→ S ⊗M is an isomorphism with inverse 1⊗ ηM .
Proof. The forgetful functor U : S−UAct→ S−Act has right adjoint the functor S : S−Act→ S−UAct, and the functor
S⊗: S−Act→ S−UAct has, as usual, the right adjoint homS(S,−) : S−UAct→ S−Act. However, adjunctions compose
[12]. This proves (1). The proofs of (2) and (3) are now routine.
(4) We show that S ⊗ ShomS(S,M) = S ⊗ homS(S,M). Observe that S ⊗ ShomS(S,M) ⊆ S ⊗ homS(S,M). To prove the
reverse inclusion, let s⊗ f ∈ S⊗ homS(S,M). Let e2 = e be such that se = s. Then s⊗ f = s⊗ e · f . But e · f ∈ ShomS(S,M).
(5) From Theorem IV.1 of [12], there is a left S-homomorphism given by
1⊗ ηM : S ⊗M → S ⊗ ShomS(S, S ⊗M).
The effect of this function is s ⊗ m → s ⊗ ρe⊗m where e is any idempotent such that em = m. We also have a left S-
homomorphism going the other way,
εS⊗M : S ⊗ ShomS(S, S ⊗M)→ S ⊗M,
givenby s⊗f : → (s)f . It follows from the general theory of adjunctions, and can easily bedirectly verified, that (1⊗ηM)εS⊗M
is the identity. Let s⊗ f ∈ S ⊗ homS(S, S ⊗M). We calculate
(s⊗ f )εS⊗M(1⊗ ηM).
Now (s)f ∈ S ⊗ M , which means that (s)f = t ⊗ m for some t ∈ S and m ∈ M . Let e2 = e ∈ S such that es = s, and let
f 2 = f be such that fm = m. Then
t ⊗m = (s)f = (es)f = e(s)f = e(t ⊗m).
Now
(t ⊗m)(1⊗ ηM) = (et ⊗m)(1⊗ ηM)
= et ⊗ ρf⊗m
= e⊗ t · ρf⊗m
= e⊗ ρtf⊗m
= e⊗ ρt⊗m
= e⊗ ρ(s)f
= e⊗ s · f
= s⊗ f
as required. 
Lemma 2.2. There is a left S-isomorphism
1⊗ ρM : S ⊗M → S ⊗ ShomS(S,M)
defined by s⊗m → s⊗ ρm which is natural in M.
Proof. We show first that this is a well-defined function. Map the ordered pair (s,m) to s⊗ρm. Thus (st,m)maps to st⊗ρm,
whereas (s, tm)maps to s⊗ ρtm. However,
(s′)ρtm = (s′)(tm) = (s′t)m = (s′)(t · ρm).
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Thus ρtm = t · ρm. But then we have that s ⊗ ρtm = s ⊗ t · ρm = st ⊗ ρm. It follows that the function s ⊗ m → s ⊗ ρm is
well defined. It is therefore clear that we have defined a left S-homomorphism.
We now define a function going in the other direction. Map the ordered pair (s, α) to e⊗ (s)α where e is any idempotent
such that es = s. We prove first that this is a well-defined function; that is, it is independent of the choice of idempotent e.
Let si = swhere i is an idempotent. Then
e⊗ (s)α = e⊗ (si)α = e⊗ s(i)α = es⊗ (i)α = s⊗ (i)α.
Now let fs = swhere f is any idempotent. Then
s⊗ (i)α = fs⊗ (i)α = f ⊗ s(i)α = f ⊗ (si)α = f ⊗ (s)α.
In this case, it is easy to check that (st, α) and (s, t · α) map to the same element. It follows that we have a well-defined
function
S ⊗ ShomS(S,M)→ S ⊗M
given by s⊗ α → e⊗ (s)α where es = s is any idempotent. It can now be checked that this map is a left S-homomorphism.
We now show that these two left S-homomorphisms are mutually inverse. Let s⊗m ∈ S⊗M . Then this maps to s⊗ ρm,
which in turn maps to e⊗ (s)ρm where es = s. But e⊗ (s)ρm = e⊗ sm = es⊗m = s⊗m.
Let s⊗ α ∈ S⊗ homS(S,M). Then this maps to e⊗ (s)α where es = s, which in turn maps to e⊗ ρ(s)α . It is easy to check
that ρ(s)α = s · α. Thus
e⊗ ρ(s)α = e⊗ s · α = es⊗ α = s⊗ α. 
It follows from Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 that S−FAct is a full coreflective subcategory of S−UAct: the coreflection of
the unitary left S-act X is S⊗ X and there is an epimorphismµX : S⊗ X → X . We are now able to prove that our definition
of Morita equivalence is the same as Talwar’s.
Proposition 2.3. Let S be a semigroup with local units, and let M be a unitary left S-act. Then the following are equivalent.
(1) M is closed.
(2) S ⊗M ∼= M; that is, S ⊗M is isomorphic to M for some isomorphism.
(3) The map
εM : S ⊗ Shom(S,M)→ M
is an isomorphism.
Proof. (1)⇒(2). This is immediate.
(2)⇒(3). Let f : S ⊗M → M be a left S-isomorphism. The following diagram commutes:
By assumption, f is an isomorphism, and so 1⊗f ∗ is an isomorphism. By Theorem2.1(5), εS⊗M : S⊗homS(S, S⊗M)→ S⊗M
is an isomorphism. Thus εM is an isomorphism, as required.
(3)⇒(1). Suppose that εM is an isomorphism. The following diagram commutes:
By Lemma 2.2, 1⊗ ρM is an isomorphism. It follows that µM is an isomorphism, and soM is closed. 
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We conclude this section by proving that epimorphisms are always surjective in the category of closed left acts. Let M
be a unitary left S-act. An equivalence relation ∼ on M is said to be a left congruence if m ∼ n implies that sm ∼ sn for all
s ∈ S. Denote the ∼-equivalence class containing m by [m]. Then M/ ∼ is also unitary left S-act. The intersection of left
congruences onM is again a left congruence, so we can talk about the left congruence generated by a relation. The proof of
the following is adapted from [3].
Proposition 2.4. In the category S − FAct, all epimorphisms are surjections.
Proof. Let f : M → N be an epimorphism in the category S − FAct. Then we have the following diagram:
M
f / N
S ⊗M 1⊗f /
µM
O
S ⊗ N
µN
O
which commutes. Since µM and µN are isomorphisms, it follows that 1 ⊗ f is an epimorphism. Let the image of f be the
left S-subact N ′ of N . We shall suppose that N ′ ≠ N and derive a contradiction from which it will follow that f is surjective.
Form the coproduct N ⊔ N = N × {1} ∪ N × {2}. The elements of this coproduct are of the form (n, i) where i = 1, 2 and
the left S-action is given by s(n, i) = (sn, i). Define the relation∼ on N ⊔ N by (x, i) ∼ (x′, j) iff either (x, i) = (x′, j) or i ≠ j
and x = x′ ∈ N ′. This is an equivalence relation on N ⊔ N and a left congruence. The∼-equivalence class containing (x, i) is
denoted by [(x, i)]. We denote the set of∼-equivalence classes by Nf . There are two left S-homomorphisms j1, j2 : N → Nf
given by (n)j1 = [(n, 1)] and (n)j2 = [(n, 2)]. Observe that
f j1 = f j2
but
(n)j1 ≠ (n)j2
for any n ∈ N \ N ′. Observe that
(1⊗ f )(1⊗ j1) = (1⊗ f )(1⊗ j2)
and that 1 ⊗ f is an epimorphism; all these maps are in the category S − FAct. It therefore only remains to prove that
1 ⊗ j1 ≠ 1 ⊗ j2 to derive our contradiction. Let n ∈ N \ N ′, and let e be an idempotent in S such that en = n. Then
e⊗ n ∈ S ⊗ N . Suppose that (e⊗ n)(1⊗ j1) = (e⊗ n)(1⊗ j2). Then e⊗ (n)j1 = e⊗ (n)j2. Applying the map µNf , we get
e(n)j1 = e(n)j2, and so (n)j1 = (n)j2, which is a contradiction. It follows that N \ N ′ is empty, and so f is a surjection, as
required. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
In this section, we shall prove each of the implications in the statement of Theorem 1.1.
3.1. From Morita equivalence to Cauchy completions
The main result of this subsection, Theorem 3.4, was known to Talwar [28], and is included here for the sake of
completeness. We say that a closed left S-actM is indecomposable ifM is not isomorphic to any coproduct N ⊔ N ′ where N
and N ′ are non-empty closed left S-acts.
Lemma 3.1. Let S be a semigroup with local units.
(1) For each idempotent e ∈ S, the left S-act Se is closed.
(2) In the category S − FAct, the closed left S-acts of the form Se, where e is an idempotent, are indecomposable and projective.
Proof. (1) It is clear that Se is a unitary left S-act. We shall show that the functionµ : S⊗ Se → Se is injective. Suppose that
(s⊗ a)µ = (t ⊗ b)µwhere s, t ∈ S and a, b ∈ Se. Then sa = tb. Let fs = s. Then ftb = tb. Thus
s⊗ a = fs⊗ a = f ⊗ sa = f ⊗ tb,
but tb = (tb)e, and so
f ⊗ tb = f ⊗ (tb)e = f (tb)⊗ e = tb⊗ e = t ⊗ be = t ⊗ b,
as required.
(2) Suppose that M and N are two, non-empty, closed left S-subacts of Se such that Se = M ∪ N and M ∩ N = ∅. Now
e ∈ Se, and so e ∈ M or e ∈ N . Without loss of generality, assume the former. Then e ∈ M implies that Se ⊆ M . Thus
N ⊆ M ∪ N = Se ⊆ M , and so N ⊆ M , which is a contradiction. Thus Se is indecomposable.
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We prove that Se is projective. Let f : M → N be an epimorphism and let g : Se → N be arbitrary. By Proposition 2.4, f is
surjective, and so there is a ∈ M such that (a)f = (e)g . Define h : Se → M by (se)h = sea. Then h is a left S-homomorphism.
Now (se)(hf ) = (sea)f = se(a)f = se(e)g = (se)g . Thus hf = g , as required. 
In the next lemma, we assemble some results on projectives in the category S − FAct.
Lemma 3.2. In the category S − FAct, the following hold.
(1) Every coproduct of projectives is projective.
(2) The category has enough projectives.
(3) Let θ : P → P ′ and θ ′ : P ′ → P be such that θθ ′ = 1P . Then if P ′ is projective so is P.
(4) P is projective if and only if every epimorphism M → P has a left inverse.
Proof. (1) An easy deduction from Proposition 14.3 of [21].
(2) Let M be an arbitrary closed left S-act. For each m ∈ M , choose an idempotent em such that emm = m. Form the
coproduct

m∈M Sem. This is projective and unitary by Lemma 3.1 and (1) above, and closed because the coproduct of
closed acts is closed. Define π : m∈M Sem → M by (sem)π = semm = sm. This is a surjective left S-homomorphism.
For convenience, we shall call the map π defined above the canonical covering ofM .
(3) Proposition 14.1 of [21].
(4) An easy deduction from Proposition 14.2 of [21] and (2) above. 
Proposition 3.3. In the category S − FAct, P is indecomposable and projective if and only if P is isomorphic to Se for some
idempotent e.
Proof. Lemma 3.1 proves one direction, so we need only prove the converse. Let P be indecomposable and projective.
By Lemma 3.2(2), there is the canonical covering π : p∈P Sep → P . By Lemma 3.2(4), there is an injective left S-
homomorphism σ : P →p∈P Sep such that σπ = 1P . Now P is indecomposable by Lemma 3.1, and (P)σ is isomorphic to
P , and so also indecomposable. But (P)σ is a subact of

p∈P Sep. It follows that (P)σ ⊆ Sep for some p ∈ P . Thus σ : P → Sep
defines an injective left S-homomorphism. But using the fact that σπ = 1P , we find that P = (Sep)π . Now Sep is a cyclic left
S-act, and so P is a cyclic left S-act. We may therefore assume that P is a projective cyclic left S-act where P = Sx for some
x ∈ P . Since P is closed it is, in particular, unitary, and so there is an idempotent e ∈ S such that ex = x. Define φ : Se → P
by (s)φ = sx. Then φ is a surjection. But Sx is projective, and so there exists a map ψ : P → Se such that ψφ = 1P . We
therefore have an injective map ψ : P = Sx → Se. Put f = (x)ψ . Then f = (x)ψ = (ex)ψ = e(x)ψ = ef , and since x ∈ Sf
we have that fe = f . Observe that f 2 = fefe = fe = f , and so f is an idempotent and f ≤ e. It follows that ψ induces an
isomorphism between P = Sx and Se, as required. 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this subsection.
Theorem 3.4. Let S and T be semigroups with local units. Then, if S and T are Morita equivalent, their Cauchy completions are
equivalent.
Proof. Let G be the functor of the equivalence thatmaps S−FAct to T−FAct and letH be its companion functor going in the
opposite direction. IfM is an indecomposable projective in S−FAct then G(M) is an indecomposable projective in T −FAct.
Thus G maps the full subcategory of indecomposable projectives in S − FAct to the full subcategory of indecomposable
projectives in T − FAct, and H does the same in the opposite direction. Thus the full subcategory of indecomposable
projectives in S − FAct is equivalent to the full subcategory of indecomposable projectives in T − FAct. By Proposition 3.3,
every indecomposable projective in S − FAct is isomorphic to one of the form Se for some idempotent e. Let IP S be the full
subcategory of S − FActwhose objects are all the left closed S-sets of the form Sewhere e ranges over all idempotents of S.
Then the full subcategory of indecomposable projectives in S − FAct is equivalent to IP S . Similarly, the full subcategory of
indecomposable projectives in T − FAct is equivalent to IP T . It follows that IP S is equivalent to IP T .
Let α : Se → Sf be a left S-homomorphism. Put a = (e)α. Then a = (e)α = (ee)α = e(e)α = ea and a ∈ Sf , and so
af = a. It follows that a = eaf . Also (r)α = (re)α = r(e)α = ra. Thus α = ρa where a = (e)α. Conversely, if b = ebf then
ρb : Se → Sf is a left S-homomorphism. Now let
Se
α→ Sf β→ Sg
be a composable sequence of left S-homomorphisms. Put a = α(e) and b = β(f ). Then αβ = ρaρb = ρab. Define a map
from C(S) to IP S by (e, a, f )maps to ρa : Se → Sf . Then this defines a functor which is full and faithful, and every object in
IP S is actually in the image of the map. It follows that C(S) is equivalent to IP S , and thus C(S) and C(T ) are equivalent. 
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3.2. From Cauchy completions to enlargements
The result in this section is the linchpin of the whole theorem. The method we use is based on an argument of McAlister
[20] which was formalized in [7]. This formalization was then refined using [24].
Lemma 3.5. Let C be a strongly connected category and let p be a consolidation on C. Then Cp is a semigroup with local units. In
addition, if C is regular then Cp is regular.
Proof. Let x ∈ C be an arrow from e to f . Then x ◦ e = xpe,ee = xe = x. Similarly, f ◦ x = x. Thus Cp is a semigroup with
local units. Suppose now that C is regular. Given x an arrow from e to f there is an arrow x′ from f to e such that x = xx′x
and x′ = x′xx′. But x ◦ x′ ◦ x = xpe,ex′pf ,f x = xx′x = x. Similarly x′ = x′ ◦ x ◦ x′. Thus C a regular category implies Cp a regular
semigroup. 
Our next definition is a version of our definition of a bipartite category given in [7] sharpened up in the light of the notion
of ‘bridge’ discussed in [24]. Let C be a category. We say that C = [A, B] is bipartite (with left part A and right part B) if it
satisfies the following conditions.
(B1): C has full disjoint subcategories A and B such that Co = Ao ∪ Bo.
(B2): For each identity e ∈ Ao there exists an isomorphism x with domain e and codomain in Bo; for each identity f ∈ Bo
there exists an isomorphism ywith domain f and codomain in Ao.
The category C is a disjoint union of four kinds of arrows: those in A; those in B; those starting in Ao and ending in Bo;
and those starting in Bo and ending in Ao. On this basis, each arrow of C can be assigned one of four types: AA, BB, BA, AB,
respectively. These types multiply as a rectangular band: the type of a product is the product of the types, and so is
determined by the first and last element of the product. Observe that if A and B are strongly connected then so too is C .
We shall always assume in what follows that A and B are strongly connected. The following is Theorem 2.2 of [24].
Proposition 3.6. The categories A and B are equivalent if and only if there is a bipartite category with left part A and right part B.
A consolidation r of a bipartite category C induces consolidations on the full subcategories A and B. Thus Ar and Br are
subsemigroups of C r .
Lemma 3.7. Let C = [A, B] be a bipartite category and let r be a consolidation defined on C. Then C r is an enlargement of both
Ar and Br .
Proof. We shall prove that C r is an enlargement of Ar . The proof that C r is an enlargement of Br follows by symmetry. We
have to prove that Ar ◦ C r ◦ Ar = Ar and C r = C r ◦ Ar ◦ C r .
Observe that Ar has local units, and so Ar ⊆ Ar ◦ C r ◦ Ar is immediate. We prove the reverse inclusion. Let a, a′ ∈ A and
c ∈ C . Then a ◦ c ◦ a′ = are,f ce′,f ′ ra′ for suitable identities e, e′, f , f ′. But the element on the right-hand side begins and ends
in A, and A is a full subcategory of C , and so belongs to A, as required. Thus we have proved the first equality.
Observe that C r ◦ Ar ◦ C r ⊆ C r always. We prove the reverse inclusion. Let c ∈ C be arbitrary. There are four cases to
consider.
1. Suppose that c ∈ A. Then Ar has local units, and so we can write c = e ◦ c ◦ f where e, f are identities in A, and so in C .
2. Suppose that c ∈ B. Then there are isomorphisms α and β such that αcβ−1 begins and ends in A. Thus it must belong to
A because A is a full subcategory. Put a = αcβ−1. Then c = α−1aβ = α−1 ◦ a ◦ β .
3. Suppose that c begins in Ao and ends in Bo. Then c = ceewhere e is the domain of c in Ao.
4. Suppose that c begins in Bo and ends in Ao. Then c = eec where e is the codomain of c in Ao.
Thus C r ⊆ C r ◦ Ar ◦ C r in all cases. 
Lemma 3.8. Let C be a category in which each local monoid has the property that the idempotents generate a regular
subsemigroup. Then the set of regular elements of C forms a subcategory.
Proof. Let e x← f and f y← g be regular elements with inverses x′ and y′, respectively. The idempotents x′x and yy′ belong to
the localmonoid at f . By assumption, the sandwich set S(x′x, yy′) is non-empty; see Proposition 2.5.1 of [6]. Let i ∈ S(x′x, y′y).
Recall that, by definition, i is an idempotent and i is an inverse of (x′x)(y′y). Consider the element y′ix′. Then
xy(y′ix′)xy = x(yy′)i(x′x)y = x(x′x)(yy′)i(x′x)(yy′)y = x(x′x)(yy′)y = xy,
and so xy is regular. 
Isomorphisms are regular, and so by Lemma 3.8 we have the following.
Corollary 3.9. Let C = [A, B] be a bipartite category. Suppose that A and B are both regular. Then we can assume that C is also
regular.
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Let C = [A, B] be a bipartite category, let p be a consolidation on A, and let q be a consolidation on B. Choose an identity
i0 ∈ Ao and an isomorphism ξ with domain i0 and codomain j0 ∈ Bo. Define a consolidation r on C as follows:
re,f =

pe,f if e, f ∈ Ao
qe,f if e, f ∈ Bo
qe,j0ξpi0,f if e ∈ Bo, f ∈ Ao
pe,i0ξ
−1qj0,f if e ∈ Ao, f ∈ Bo.
In other words, r agrees with p and q on A and B, respectively, and then uses ξ to do the simplest possible thing to define it
on the whole of C . We say that r is the natural extension of p and q to C via ξ . The following lemma, where we assume the
above setup, is proved by means of routine verifications. The results are expressed in terms of types. Thus AB ◦ AA means
the product of an element of type ABwith an element of type AA.
Lemma 3.10.
(1) AB ◦ ξ ◦ ξ−1 ◦ AA = AB ◦ AA.
(2) AA ◦ ξ ◦ ξ−1 ◦ BA = AA ◦ BA.
(3) AA ◦ ξ−1 ◦ BB = AA ◦ BB.
(4) BB ◦ ξ ◦ AA = BB ◦ AA.
Proposition 3.11. Let C = [A, B] be a bipartite category where A and B are strongly connected. Let p be a consolidation on A,
and q a consolidation on B. Choose an identity i0 ∈ Ao and an isomorphism ξ with domain i0 and codomain j0 ∈ Bo, and let r be
the natural extension of p and q to C via ξ .
Let π1 be a congruence on Ap, and let π2 be a congruence on Bq. Let π be the congruence on Cq generated by π1 ∪ π2.
(1) π ∩ (A× A) = π1 if the following three conditions hold.
(i): (a, a′) ∈ π1 ⇒ (ξ−1 ◦ a, ξ−1 ◦ a′) ∈ π1.
(ii): (a, a′) ∈ π1 ⇒ (a ◦ ξ, a′ ◦ ξ) ∈ π1.
(iii): (b, b′) ∈ π2 ⇒ (α ◦ b ◦ β, α ◦ b′ ◦ β) ∈ π1 for all isomorphisms α and β where α is of type AB and β is of type BA.
(2) π ∩ (B× B) = π2 if the following three conditions hold.
(i): (b, b′) ∈ π2 ⇒ (ξ ◦ b, ξ ◦ b′) ∈ π2
(ii): (b, b′) ∈ π2 ⇒ (b ◦ ξ−1, b′ ◦ ξ−1) ∈ π2.
(iii): (a, a′) ∈ π1 ⇒ (α ◦ a ◦ β, α ◦ a′β) ∈ π2 for all isomorphisms α and β where α is of type BA and β is of type AB.
Proof. We shall prove (1); the proof of (2) follows by symmetry.
Let a, a′ ∈ A such that aπ a′. Then there is a sequence of elementary transitions
a = z1 → z2 → · · · → zn−1 → zn = a′
where zi = xi ◦ ui ◦ yi, zi+1 = xi ◦ vi ◦ yi and (ui, vi) ∈ π1 ∪ π2.
We first show that z1, z2, . . . , zn ∈ A. Recall that each element of C has one of four types and that the type of a product
is the (rectangular band) product of the types. Since z1 = a ∈ A, we must have that x1 and y1 have types A∗ and ∗Awhere ∗
can be either A or B. It follows that z2 ∈ A. We can now repeat this argument to get that all the remaining zi ∈ A, as claimed.
Let zi → zi+1 be an elementary transition where zi, zi+1 ∈ A. We shall prove that in fact ziπ1zi+1, which will establish
our claim. There are two cases to consider.
Case 1. We suppose that ui π1 vi. Given that zi, zi+1 ∈ A, there are four possibilities for the types of xi and yi, respectively.
(1): AA and AA.
(2): AB and AA.
(3): AA and BA.
(4): AB and BA.
We shall deal with each of these possibilities in turn.
(1) We are given that xi and yi are both of type AA and ui π1 vi. Thus ziπ1zi+1, as required.
(2) We are given that xi is of type AB and yi is of type AA. Since yi ∈ A, we have that ui ◦ yi π1 vi ◦ yi. By condition 1(i), we
have that ξ−1 ◦ ui ◦ yi π1 ξ−1 ◦ vi ◦ yi. By fullness, xi ◦ ξ ∈ A. Thus
xi ◦ ξ ◦ ξ−1 ◦ ui ◦ yi π1 xi ◦ ξ ◦ ξ−1 ◦ vi ◦ yi.
This simplifies according to Lemma 3.10(1).
(3) We are given that xi is of type AA and yi is of type BA. Since xi ∈ A, we have that xi ◦ ui π1 xi ◦ vi. By condition 1(ii), we
have that xi ◦ ui ◦ ξ π1 xi ◦ vi ◦ ξ . By fullness, ξ−1 ◦ yi ∈ A. Thus
xi ◦ ui ◦ ξ ◦ ξ−1 ◦ yi π1 xi ◦ vi ◦ ξ ◦ ξ−1 ◦ yi.
This simplifies by Lemma 3.10(2).
(4) This case follows by (2) and (3) above.
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Case 2. We suppose that ui π2 vi. Given that zi, zi+1 ∈ A, there are four possibilities for the types of xi and yi, respectively.
(I): AA and AA.
(II): AB and AA.
(III): AA and BA.
(IV): AB and BA.
We shall deal with each of these possibilities in turn.
(I) Let xi and yi both have type AA. By condition 1(iii), we have that ξ−1 ◦ ui ◦ ξ π1 ξ−1 ◦ vi ◦ ξ . But xi, yi ∈ A, and so
xi ◦ ξ−1 ◦ ui ◦ ξ ◦ yi π1 xi ◦ ξ−1 ◦ vi ◦ ξ ◦ yi.
This simplifies according to Lemma 3.10(3) and (4).
(II) Let xi have type AB and yi have type AA. Let the domain of xi be e. By assumption, there is an isomorphism α that starts
at e and ends in Ao. By condition 1(iii), we have that α ◦ ui ◦ ξ π1 α ◦ vi ◦ ξ . Now yi ∈ A, and so α ◦ ui ◦ ξ ◦ yi π1 α ◦ vi ◦ ξ ◦ yi.
Thus, by Lemma 3.10(4), we have that α ◦ ui ◦ yi π1 α ◦ vi ◦ yi. Now xi ◦ α−1 ∈ A, by fullness. Thus
xi ◦ α−1 ◦ α ◦ ui ◦ yi π1 xi ◦ α−1 ◦ α ◦ vi ◦ yi.
But xi ◦ α−1 ◦ α = xi ◦ e = xi, and so we get the required result.
(III) Let xi have type AA and let yi have type BA. Let the codomain of yi be e. By assumption, there is an isomorphism
β that ends at e and starts in Ao. By condition 1(iii), we have that ξ−1 ◦ ui ◦ β π1 ξ−1 ◦ vi ◦ β . Now xi ∈ AA, and so
xi ◦ ξ−1 ◦ ui ◦ β π1 xi ◦ ξ−1 ◦ vi ◦ β . Thus, by Lemma 3.10(3), we have that xi ◦ ui ◦ β π1 xi ◦ vi ◦ β . Now β−1 ◦ yi ∈ A,
by fullness. Thus
xi ◦ ui ◦ β ◦ β−1 ◦ yi π1 xi ◦ vi ◦ β ◦ β−1 ◦ yi.
But β ◦ β−1 ◦ yi = e ◦ yi = yi, and so we get the required result.
(IV) Let xi have type AB and let yi have type BA. Let the domain of xi be e and let the codomain of yi be f . By condition 1(iii),
we have that α ◦ ui ◦ β π1 α ◦ vi ◦ β . By fullness, xi ◦ α−1 ∈ A and β−1 ◦ yi ∈ A. Thus
xi ◦ α−1 ◦ α ◦ ui ◦ β π1 α ◦ vi ◦ β ◦ β−1 ◦ yi.
But this simplifies as before to the required result. 
Enlargements are preserved under homomorphisms by Proposition 2.9 of [7].
Proposition 3.12. Let C = [A, B] be a bipartite category where A and B are strongly connected. Let p be a consolidation on A, and
q a consolidation on B. Choose an identity i0 ∈ Ao and an isomorphism ξ with domain i0 and codomain j0 ∈ Bo, and let r be the
natural extension of p and q to C via ξ . Let S be a homomorphic image of Ap by a map with kernel π1, and let T be a homomorphic
image of Bq by a map with kernel π2. Let π be the congruence on Cq generated by π1∪π2. Put R = C r/π . Suppose that conditions
(1) and (2) of Proposition 3.11 hold. Then R is an enlargement of both S and T .
We now apply these results to the problem in hand.
Theorem 3.13. Let S and T be semigroups with local units. If the categories C(S) and C(T ) are equivalent then S and T have a
joint enlargement which can be chosen to be regular if S and T are both regular.
Proof. Let C(S) and C(T ) be equivalent categories. By Proposition 3.6, we can find a bipartite category C = [C(S), C(T )].
Both C(S) and C(T ) are strongly connected, and so C is strongly connected. We now make the following definitions.
• The identities of C(S) are of the form (e, e, e)where e is an idempotent of S.We abbreviate (e, e, e) by e. On C(S)wedefine
the consolidation p by pe,f = (e, ef , f ). The functionπ ♮1 : C(S)p → S given by (e, s, f ) → s is a surjective homomorphism.• The identities of C(T ) are of the form (i, i, i)where i is an idempotent of T . We abbreviate (i, i, i) by i. On C(T )we define
the consolidation q by qi,j = (i, ij, j). The function π ♮2 : C(T )q → T given by (i, t, j) → t is a surjective homomorphism.
Let e0 be any identity in C(S). Since C is bipartite, there is an isomorphism ξ ∈ C with domain e0 and codomain f0 for
some identity in C(T ). Let r be a natural extension of p and q to C defined using this ξ . We now verify that the conditions of
Proposition 3.11(1) hold; that those of (2) also hold follows by symmetry.
Condition (i). Let (e, s, f ) π1 (e′, s, f ′). Then simple calculations show that ξ−1◦(e, s, f ) = (e0, e0s, f ) and ξ−1◦(e′, s, f ′) =
(e0, e0s, f ′). Hence ξ−1 ◦ (e, s, f ) π1 ξ−1 ◦ (e′, s, f ′).
Condition (ii). Let (e, s, f ) π1 (e′, s, f ′). Then simple calculations show that (e, s, f ) ◦ ξ = (e, se0, e0) and (e′, s, f ′) ◦ ξ =
(e, se0, e0). Hence (e, s, f ) ◦ ξ π1 (e′, s, f ′) ◦ ξ .
Condition (iii). Let (i, t, j) π2 (i′, t, j′). Let f
α→ e and e′ β→ f ′ be isomorphisms in C . Then simple calculations show that
α ◦ (i, t, j) ◦ β = α(f , ftf ′, f ′)β and α ◦ (i′, t, j′) ◦ β = α(f , ftf ′, f ′)β . Thus these two elements are actually equal, and so are
clearly π1-related.
By Proposition 3.12, R = C r/π is a semigroup with local units that is an enlargement of (isomorphic copies of) S and T .
If both C(S) and C(T ) were regular, then we could assume that C was regular, and so C r was regular by Corollary 3.9.
Hence Rwould be regular, as required. 
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3.3. From enlargements to Morita contexts
Proposition 3.14. Let S and T have a joint enlargement R. Then one can construct a unitary Morita context with surjective maps
(S, T , P,Q , ⟨−,−⟩, [−,−]).
Proof. Put P = SRT and Q = TRS. Then under left and right multiplication, P is an (S, T )-biact and Q is a (T , S)-biact. The
fact that the left S-act P is unitary follows from the fact that SP = SSRT = SRT = P . We prove that P is a closed left S-act. It
is enough to prove that
µ : S ⊗ P → P
is injective. Let s ⊗ s1r1t1, s′ ⊗ s2r2t2 ∈ S ⊗ SR be such that ss1r1t1 = s′s2r2t2. We prove that s ⊗ s1r1t1 = s′ ⊗ s2r2t2. Let
f ∈ T be an idempotent such that t1f = t1. Then
ss1r1t1f = ss1r1t1 and ss2r2t2f = ss2r2t2.
Since f ∈ T ⊆ R = RSR, we can write
f = r3s3r4
where r3, r4 ∈ R and s3 ∈ S. Since s3, s′ ∈ S, there exist idempotents e, i ∈ S such that
s3e = s3 and is′ = s′.
We now calculate
s⊗ s1r1t1 = s⊗ s1r1t1f
= s⊗ s1r1t1(r3s3r4)f
= s⊗ (s1r1t1r3s3)(er4f )
= s(s1r1t1r3s3)⊗ er4f
= (ss1r1t1)(r3s3)⊗ er4f
= (s′s2r2t2)(r3s3)⊗ er4f
= s′(s2r2t2r3s3)⊗ er4f
= s′ ⊗ (s2r2t2r3s3)er4f
= s′ ⊗ (s2r2t2)(r3s3r4)f
= s′ ⊗ (s2r2t2)f
= i⊗ (s′s2r2t2)f
= i⊗ s′s2r2t2
= s′ ⊗ s2r2t2
as required. It follows that P is a closed left S-act. The map
⟨−,−⟩: P ⊗ Q → S
is defined by ⟨p, q⟩ = pq where p ∈ SRT and q ∈ TRS. Observe that pq ∈ (SRT )(TRS) = S(RTTR)S ⊆ SRS = S and is well
defined. It is clearly an (S, S)-homomorphism. The fact that this map is surjective follows from the fact that
S = SRS = S(RTR)S = (SRT )(TRS) = PQ .
The map
[−,−]: Q ⊗ P → T
is defined by [q, p] = qp. This is clearly a (T , T )-homomorphism and surjective by a similar argument to the above. It is now
immediate that we have defined a unitary Morita context with surjective maps. 
3.4. From Morita contexts to Morita equivalence
The following was first proved as Lemma 8.1 of [27]. We give an alternative proof.
Lemma 3.15. Let (S, T , P,Q , ⟨−,−⟩, [−,−]) be a unitary Morita context with ⟨−,−⟩ and [−,−] surjective. Then ⟨−,−⟩ and
[−,−] are injective.
Proof. We will prove that if [−,−] : Q ⊗ P → T is surjective then it is injective. The result for ⟨−,−⟩ can be proved
similarly. Let q ⊗ p, q′ ⊗ p′ ∈ Q ⊗ P such that [q, p] = [q′, p′]. Let e, f ∈ E(T ) such that eq = q and p′f = p′. Since [, ] is
surjective, there are e1 ⊗ e2, f1 ⊗ f2 ∈ Q ⊗ P such that [e1, e2] = e and [f1, f2] = f . We have that
q⊗ p = (eq)⊗ p = ([e1, e2]q)⊗ p.
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But [e1, e2]q = e1⟨e2, q⟩, and so
([e1, e2]q)⊗ p = (e1⟨e2, q⟩)⊗ p = e1 ⊗ ⟨e2, q⟩p.
But
⟨e2, q⟩p = e2[q, p] = e2[q′, p′],
and so
e1 ⊗ ⟨e2, q⟩p = e1 ⊗ e2[q′, p′].
However,
e1 ⊗ (e2[q′, p′]) = e1 ⊗ (⟨e2, q′⟩p′) = e1⟨e2, q′⟩ ⊗ p′ = ([e1, e2]q′)⊗ p′ = eq′ ⊗ p′.
We have proved that q⊗ p = e(q′⊗ p′), and wemay similarly prove that q′⊗ p′ = (q⊗ p)f . Observe that e(q⊗ p) = q⊗ p.
Hence
q⊗ p = e(q′ ⊗ p′) = e(q⊗ p)f = (q⊗ p)f = q′ ⊗ p′.
It follows that q⊗ p = q′ ⊗ p′, as required. 
It follows from the above result that P ⊗ Q ∼= S, as an (S, S)-biact, and Q ⊗ P ∼= T , as a (T , T )-biact. The following was
first proved as Theorem 8.3 of [27].
Proposition 3.16. Let (S, T , P,Q , ⟨−,−⟩, [−,−]) be a unitary Morita context with surjective maps. Then the categories
S − FAct and T − FAct are equivalent via the functors
Q ⊗−: S − FAct→ T − FAct
and
P ⊗−: T − FAct→ S − FAct.
Proof. LetM be a closed left S-act. Then we may form Q ⊗M . Observe that
T ⊗ (Q ⊗M) ∼= (T ⊗ Q )⊗M ∼= Q ⊗M
because Q is left closed. Thus Q ⊗M is left closed. It follows that we have well-defined functors in each direction. It remains
to show that they form an equivalence of categories. LetM be a closed left S-act. Then
P ⊗ (Q ⊗M) ∼= (P ⊗ Q )⊗M ∼= S ⊗M ∼= M
using the remark following Lemma 3.15. We therefore have a left S-isomorphism
αM : P ⊗ (Q ⊗M)→ M
which maps p ⊗ (q ⊗ m) to (⟨p, q⟩ ⊗ m)µM = ⟨p, q⟩m. It follows that α is a natural equivalence with all components
isomorphisms. A similar result in the other direction leads to the required equivalence of categories. 
Lemma 3.17. Let (S, T , P,Q , ⟨−,−⟩, [−,−]) be a Morita context with ⟨−,−⟩ and [−,−] surjective. Then P and Q are also
closed on the right.
Proof. We have the following isomorphisms of biacts:
P ⊗ T ∼= P ⊗ (Q ⊗ P) ∼= (P ⊗ Q )⊗ P ∼= S ⊗ P ∼= P.
Thus P is also closed on the right. We may similarly show that Q is closed on the right. 
The following result is not stated by Talwar but now follows immediately by Lemma 3.17.
Theorem 3.18. Let S and T be semigroups with local units. Then the categories S− FAct and T − FAct are equivalent if and only
if the categories FAct− S and FAct− T are equivalent.
4. Proof of Theorem 1.2
First we prove a lemma which extracts the key result from the proof of Proposition 1 of [14].
Lemma 4.1. Let T be an enlargement of S where T 2 = T and S2 = S. Then each idempotent of T isD-related to an idempotent
of S.
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Proof. Let e ∈ E(T ). By assumption, T = TST , and so we can write e = usv where u, v ∈ T and s ∈ S. By assumption,
S2 = S, and so we may write s = abwhere a, b ∈ S. Put x = ua and y = bv. Then e = xy. It is easy to check that ye ∈ V (ex).
Put f = yex, an idempotent. Then
(ex)(ye) = e and (ye)(ex) = f ,
and so eD f . But f = yex = (bv)e(ua) = b(veu)a ∈ S(TTT )S = STS = S, as required. 
It follows from the lemma below that local isomorphisms are precisely surjective local isomorphisms followed by
enlargements.
Lemma 4.2.
(1) Let α : S → T and β : T → U be local isomorphisms. Then βα : S → U is a local isomorphism.
(2) Let T be a semigroup with local units and let S be a subsemigroup of T also with local units. Then T is an enlargement of S if
and only if the embedding of S in T is a local isomorphism.
(3) Let θ : S → T be a local isomorphism. Then T is an enlargement of the image of θ .
Proof. The proof of (1) is straightforward.
(2) If T is an enlargement of S then (L1) and (L2) are immediate, and (LI3) is a consequence of Lemma 4.1. To prove the
converse, suppose that the embedding of S in T is a local isomorphism. We prove that T is an enlargement of S. For each
pair of idempotents e, f ∈ S we have that eSf = eTf . Let a ∈ STS. Then there exists e, f ∈ S such that a = eaf . Then
a ∈ eTf = eSf , and so a ∈ S. It follows that S = STS. Now let b ∈ T and let i ∈ T be an idempotent such that bi = b. By
assumption, there exists e ∈ S such that iD e. Thus there exists x ∈ T and x′ ∈ V (x) such that x′x = i and xx′ = e. Hence
b = bi = bx′x = bx′xx′x = (bx′)ex ∈ TST , and so T = TST .
(3) Put T ′ = θ(S). Then T ′ is a subsemigroup of T with local units. Let a′, b′ ∈ T ′ and c ′ ∈ T . Let θ(a) = a′ and θ(b) = b′.
Let ae = a and fb = bwhere e and f are idempotents in S. Then a′c ′b′ = a′θ(e)c ′θ(f )b′. By assumption, there exists c ∈ eSf
such that θ(c) = c ′. Thus a′c ′b′ = θ(a)θ(c)θ(b) = θ(acb). It follows that a′c ′b′ ∈ T ′. We have shown that T ′TT ′ ⊆ T ′, and
so it follows that T ′ = T ′TT ′.
Let t ∈ T . Then t = te for some e ∈ E(T ). By assumption, eD θ(f ) for some f ∈ E(S). Let x ∈ T and x′ ∈ V (x) such that
x′x = e and xx′ = θ(f ). Then t = te = tx′xx′x = (tx′)θ(f )x ∈ TT ′T . We have shown that T ⊆ TT ′T , and so T = TT ′T , as
required. 
Wemay now prove Theorem 1.2.
Proof. Suppose first that there is a local isomorphismψ : C(S)q → T . We prove that there is an equivalence between C(S)
and C(T ). We shall first construct a full and faithful functor Ψ : C(S) → C(T ). We abbreviate identities (e, e, e) in C(S)
by e. The identity e is an idempotent in C(S)q because for consolidations qe,e = e. Thus ψ(e) is an idempotent in T . Define
Ψ (e, e, e) = (ψ(e), ψ(e), ψ(e)). Now define
Ψ (e, s, f ) = (ψ(e), ψ(e, s, f ), ψ(f)).
This is well defined because (e, e, e) ◦ (e, s, f ) ◦ (f , f , f ) = (e, s, f ). It is routine to check that Ψ is a functor and it is full and
faithful because ψ is a local isomorphism.
It remains to show thatΨ is essentially surjective.We claim that, for each idempotent i in T , there is an idempotent f ′ ∈ T
such that iD f ′ and ψ(f , f , f ) = f ′ for some idempotent f ∈ S. Before we prove the claim, we show that it implies that Ψ
is essentially surjective. Let (i, i, i) be an identity in C(T ). By assumption, iD f ′ and ψ(f , f , f ) = f ′ for some idempotent
f ∈ S. Now iD f ′ iff there exists x ∈ T and x′ ∈ V (x) such that x′x = f ′ and xx′ = i. It follows that (i, x, f ′) ∈ C(T ) is
an isomorphism linking the identities (i, i, i) and (f ′, f ′, f ′). By assumption, Ψ (f , f , f ) = (f ′, f ′, f ′), and so Ψ is essentially
surjective.
We now prove the claim. Let i ∈ E(T ). By assumption, there is an idempotent e′ ∈ E(T ) such that iD e′ and e′ is in
the image of ψ . Because idempotents lift, there is an idempotent (e, s, f ) ∈ C(S)q such that ψ(e, s, f ) = e′. The fact that
(e, s, f ) is an idempotent in C(S)q means that s = sqf ,es. Thus s is regular. Since s = esf , there is an inverse s′ ∈ V (s)
such that s′ = fs′e. By construction, (f , s′, e) ∈ C(S) and in C(S)q we have that (f , s′, e) ∈ V ((e, s, f )). It follows that
(f , s′, e)(e, s, f ) = (f , s′s, f ) is an idempotent in C(S)q and of course (e, s, f )D (f , s′s, f ) = (f , j, f ). At this point, we use the
fact that idempotents split in C(S), but we give the details. Observe that (f , j, j) ∈ V ((j, j, f )), and that
(f , j, f ) = (f , j, j)(j, j, f ) and (j, j, j) = (j, j, f )(f , j, j),
giving (f , j, f )D (j, j, j). It follows that (e, s, f )D (j, j, j). Put ψ(j, j, j) = f ′. Then
ψ(j, j, j) = f ′D i,
as required.
To prove the converse, let S and T have common enlargement R. We shall prove that there is a subsemigroup T ′ of T such
that T is an enlargement of T ′, and there is a consolidation q on C(S) and a surjective local isomorphism ψ : C(S)q → T ′. It
follows then from our results on local isomorphisms in Lemma 4.2 that we therefore have a local isomorphism from C(S)q
to T .
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By Lemma 4.1, for each e ∈ E(S) there exists f ∈ E(T ) such that eD f . Thus there exists xe ∈ R and x′e ∈ V (xe) such that
x′exe = e and xex′e = f . Define a consolidation q on C(S) by qi,j = x′ixj. Observe that qi,i = i and qi,j ∈ iSj. Thus we may form
the semigroup C(S)q. Define ψ : C(S)q → T by ψ(i, a, j) = xiax′j . Observe that ψ(i, a, j)ψ(k, b, l) = xiax′jxkbx′l , whereas
ψ((i, a, j) ◦ (k, b, l)) = ψ(i, aqj,kb, l) = xiaqj,kbx′l = xiax′jxkbx′l,
and so ψ is a homomorphism. Let T ′ be the image of ψ .
We prove that idempotents lift along ψ . Let ψ(i, a, j) = xiax′j = f , where f ∈ E(T ′). Then xiax′jxiax′j = xiax′j . Thus
ax′jxia = a, and so (i, a, j) is an idempotent in C(S)q. The proof that ψ is a surjective local isomorphism is straightforward.
We claim that T is an enlargement of T ′. Let t ∈ T . Then t ∈ eTf for some e, f ∈ E(T ). Choose yf ∈ R and y′f ∈ V (yf ) such
that y′f yf = f and yf y′f = i ∈ E(S). Choose ye ∈ R and y′e ∈ V (ye) such that y′eye = e and yey′e = j ∈ E(S). Put t ′ = xjyety′f x′i
and s = yety′f . Then s ∈ S and y′ex′jt ′xiyf = t . But (j, s, i) ∈ C(S) and ψ(j, s, i) = t ′. It follows that t ∈ TT ′T , and so T ⊆ TT ′T .
Clearly TT ′T ⊆ T giving T = TT ′T .
Next observe that T ′ ⊆ TT ′T because T ′ has local units, being the image of a semigroup having local units. We show that
T ′TT ′ ⊆ T ′. By definition,
T ′ = {xiax′j : a ∈ iSjwhere i, j ∈ E(S)}.
Consider the product
t = (xiax′j)t(xkbx′l)
where i, j, k, l ∈ E(S) and a ∈ iSj and b ∈ kSl. Then t = xi(iax′jtxkbl)x′l where s = iax′jtxkbl ∈ S. Thus t = ψ(i, s, l) ∈ T ′, as
required. We have shown that T ′ = TT ′T , and so T is an enlargement of T ′. 
5. Applications
In this section, we shall apply our theory to obtain some concrete results about the Morita theory of regular semigroups.
We begin with a list of Morita invariant properties. These go back to results obtained for enlargements [13], and they were
known from the Morita framework to Talwar [27–29].
Proposition 5.1. Let S and T be semigroups with local units which are Morita equivalent.
(1) Each local submonoid of S is isomorphic to a local submonoid of T , and vice versa.
(2) S is regular if and only if T is regular.
(3) The cardinalities of the sets of regularD-classes in S and T are the same.
(4) The posets of two-sided ideals in S and T are order-isomorphic.
(5) The posets of principal two-sided ideals in S and T are order-isomorphic.
Proof. (1) The categories C(S) and C(T ) are equivalent. The local monoid at the identity (e, e, e) in C(S) is isomorphic to the
local submonoid eSe. The result now follows.
(2) It is easy to check that the semigroup S is regular if and only if the category C(S) is regular. If a pair of categories is
equivalent then one is regular if and only if the other is regular. The categories C(S) and C(T ) are equivalent, and so the
result follows.
(3) If the categories C(S) and C(T ) are equivalent then their groupoids of isomorphisms are equivalent and, in particular,
the number of components in their groupoids of isomorphisms is the same. It remains to show that the number of
components in the groupoid of isomorphisms of C(S) is the same as the number of regular D-classes of S. The element
(e, s, f ) ∈ C(S) is an isomorphism if and only if there is s′ ∈ V (s) such that s′s = f and ss′ = e. Thus the identities (e, e, e)
and (f , f , f ) are linked by an isomorphism if and only if eD f . Finally, a D-class of S is regular if and only if it contains an
idempotent [6]. The result now follows.
(4) One proof of this result generalizes Theorem 3.3(i) of [13]. A more direct proof uses the function π : C(S) → S that
maps (e, s, f ) to s. This sets up an order isomorphism between the ideals of S and the ideals of C(S). In addition, if C and D
are equivalent categories then their lattices of ideals are order isomorphic. The result now follows by Theorem 1.1(2).
(5) A direct proof of this result shows that the bijection set up in (iv) above restricts to a bijection between the posets
of principal ideals. However, we can deduce it simply by applying a lattice-theoretic result. In the lattice of ideals of a
semigroup, the completely join irreducible elements are the principal ideals, and an order isomorphism between lattices
maps completely join irreducible elements bijectively to completely join irreducible elements. 
The following result was known to Talwar [27]. It shows how the theory simplifies radically when at least one of the
semigroups is a monoid.
Proposition 5.2. Let S be a monoid and T a semigroup with local units. Then S and T are Morita equivalent if and only if there is
an idempotent f in T such that T = TfT and fTf is isomorphic to S. Thus T is an enlargement of S.
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Proof. Only one direction needs proving. Suppose that S and T are Morita equivalent. By Theorem 1.1, there is a semigroup
with local units R which contains S and T as subsemigroups and is an enlargement of both of them. Let the identity of S be
e. By Lemma 4.1, there exists an idempotent f ∈ T such that eD f . Thus there are elements x, y ∈ R such that xy = e and
yx = f . Observe that eRe ⊆ S = eSe ⊆ eRe. Thus S = eRe. Also fRf ⊆ fTf ⊆ fRf . Thus fTf = fRf . But eD f implies that eRe
and fRf are isomorphic, and so S is isomorphic to fTf [14]. Finally, we show that T = TfT . It is enough to show that T ⊆ TfT .
Let t ∈ T . Now R = RSR, and so we may write t = rsr ′ where r, r ′ ∈ R and s ∈ S. Let i, j ∈ E(T ) such that t = itj. Then
t = irsr ′j. But s ∈ S, and so s = es = ees. Thus
t = irx(yx)ysr ′j = (irxf )f (fysr ′j) ∈ (TRRT )f (TRSRT ) ⊆ TfT ,
as required. 
The Morita theory of unital rings provides a framework for understanding the Wedderburn–Artin Theorem [11]. The
semigroup analogue of simple Artinian rings is the class of completely simple semigroups whose structure was described
in the famous Rees–Suschkewitsch Theorem [25]. Our first theorem, which is well known, sets the scene for this section by
giving a number of equivalent characterizations of completely simple semigroups. Recall that a semigroup S is said to have a
property locally if each local submonoid eSe has that property. By the local structure of a semigroup S, wemean the structure
of the local submonoids eSe as e varies over the set of idempotents of S.
Theorem 5.3. Let S be a semigroup with local units. Then the following are equivalent.
(1) S is completely simple.
(2) S is regular and locally a group.
(3) There is an idempotent e such that S = SeS and eSe is a group.
(4) S is Morita equivalent to a group.
Proof. (1)⇒(2). A completely simple semigroup is a simple semigroup with a primitive idempotent. It is easy to deduce
that it must be bisimple, and so, since S contains an idempotent, it is regular. If e is a primitive idempotent then eSe is a
group. But all idempotents areD-related, and so all local submonoids are isomorphic. It follows that S is regular and locally
a group. For all unproved statements, see [6].
(2)⇒(1). It is easy to show that a semigroup which is regular and locally a group must be simple. Thus S is regular with
a primitive idempotent, and so it is completely simple.
(1)⇒(3). A completely simple semigroup is simple, and so S = SeS. We have already proved that all local submonoids
are groups.
(3)⇒(1). This says precisely that S is an enlargement of the group eSe. Thus we quickly deduce that S is a simple regular
semigroup and we are given that e is a primitive idempotent.
(1)⇒(4). If S is completely simple we have seen that it is an enlargement of a group, and so it is Morita equivalent to a
group.
(4)⇒(1). Let S be a Morita equivalent to a group G. Groups are regular, and so, by Proposition 5.1(2), the semigroup S is
regular. Groups are bisimple, and so, by Proposition 5.1(3), it follows that S is a bisimple. By Proposition 5.1(1), each local
submonoid of S is isomorphic to a local submonoid of G. But the local submonoids of G are just G itself. It follows that each
local submonoid of S is isomorphic to G. Thus S is a bisimple regular semigroup which is locally a group. It follows that S is
completely simple. 
Remark 5.4. Let S be any semigroup such that S = SeS and eSe is a group. Then in fact S is completely simple. It is enough
to show that S is regular. Let s ∈ S. Then we can write s = s1es2. Put a = s1e and b = es2. Then ba ∈ eSe, a group. Thus there
is an element g ∈ eSe such that gba = bag = e. We have that eS = bagS ⊆ bS = ebS ⊆ eS. Thus eR b. Similarly eL a. But
a = aeR ab = s, and so sD e, which implies that s is regular.
In a series of papers [16–20], McAlister set about generalizing the theory of completely simple semigroups in their guise
as regular semigroups which are locally groups. In [16,17], he concentrated on the locally inverse semigroups. These are
natural generalizations of both completely simple semigroups and inverse semigroups. In the papers [18–20], he generalized
his theory to other classes of regular semigroups described by the structure of their local submonoids. The following is our
interpretation of McAlister’s results in [20].
Theorem 5.5. Let S be a semigroup with local units.
(1) S is Morita equivalent to a group if and only if it is completely simple.
(2) S is Morita equivalent to an inverse semigroup if and only if it is regular and locally inverse.
(3) S is Morita equivalent to a semilattice if and only if it is regular, locally a semilattice, and S/J is a meet semilattice under
subset inclusion.
(4) S is Morita equivalent to an orthodox semigroup if and only if it is regular and locally orthodox.
(5) S is Morita equivalent to anL-unipotent semigroup if and only if it is regular and locallyL-unipotent.
(6) S is Morita equivalent to an E-solid semigroup if and only if it is regular and locally E-solid.
(7) S is Morita equivalent to a union of groups if and only if it is regular, locally a union of groups, and S/J is a meet semilattice
under subset inclusion.
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Proof. (1) was proved as Theorem 5.3. We shall prove (2) and (3). The remaining results are proved similarly.
Proof of (2). Let S be a semigroup with local units that is Morita equivalent to an inverse semigroup. By Proposition 5.1(1),
(2), we quickly deduce that S is regular and locally inverse. Conversely, let S be a regular locally inverse semigroup. In [17],
McAlister shows how to construct a consolidation q on C(S) such that C(S)q is an orthodox locally inverse semigroup. Such
a semigroup has a minimum inverse congruence whose associated surjective homomorphism θ : C(S)q → T is a local
isomorphism to the inverse semigroup T . It follows by Theorem 1.2 that S is Morita equivalent to T , an inverse semigroup.
Proof of (3). Let S be a semigroup with local units that is Morita equivalent to a semilattice. By Proposition 5.1(1), (2), (5), we
quickly deduce that S is regular, locally a semilattice and that S/J is a meet semilattice under subset inclusion. Conversely,
let S be a regular semigroup which is locally a semilattice and for which S/J is a meet semilattice under subset inclusion.
Then, by Theorem3.3(ii) of [17], each eSf contains amaximumelement. The consolidation qe,f is defined to be thismaximum
element. Let (e, a, f ) ∈ C(S)q. Then a ∈ eSf , and so there is an inverse a′ ∈ V (a)∩fSe. Thus (f , a′, e) ∈ C(S)q. By construction,
a ≤ qe,f and a′ ≤ qf ,e. We have that a = aa′a ≤ aqf ,ea. But then a = aqf ,eai for some idempotent i. However, ai = a, and
so in fact a = aqf ,ea. We have shown that every element of C(S)q is an idempotent. It is clearly locally inverse, so it is a
normal band. As before, such a semigroup has a minimum inverse congruence whose associated surjective homomorphism
θ : C(S)q → T is a local isomorphism to the semilattice T . It follows by Theorem 1.2 that S is Morita equivalent to T , a
semilattice. 
We see that Proposition 5.1 can be used to help find necessary conditions for a semigroup S to be Morita equivalent to a
semigroup T , whereas Theorem 1.2 can be used to find sufficient conditions.
One aspect of McAlister’s theory we have not touched on is his work on Rees matrix covers. This, however, is a
consequence of Theorem 1.1(3) and the work described in [14].
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